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TWO-PARAMETER STOCHASTIC CALCULUS AND MALLIAVIN’S
INTEGRATION-BY-PARTS FORMULA ON WIENER SPACE
J.R. NORRIS
Abstract. The integration-by-parts formula discovered by Malliavin for the Itoˆ map on
Wiener space is proved using the two-parameter stochastic calculus. It is also shown that
the solution of a one-parameter stochastic differential equation driven by a two-parameter
semimartingale is itself a two-parameter semimartingale.
1. Introduction
The stochastic calculus of variations was conceived by Malliavin [6, 7, 8] as follows.
Let (zt)t>0 denote the Ornstein–Uhlenbeck process on Wiener space (W,W, µ) and let Φ :
W → Rd denote the (almost-everywhere unique) Itoˆ map obtained by solving a stochastic
differential equation in Rd up to time 1. Then (zt)t>0 is stationary and reversible, so, for
functions f, g on Rd, setting F = f ◦ Φ, G = g ◦Φ,
(1) E [{F (zt)− F (z0)}{G(zt)−G(z0)}] = −2E [F (z0){G(zt)−G(z0)}] .
Once certain terms of mean zero are subtracted, a differentiation of this identity with
respect to t inside the expectation is possible, and leads to the integration-by-parts formula
on Wiener space
(2)
∫
W
∇if(Φ)Γ
ij∇jg(Φ)dµ = −
∫
W
f(Φ)LGdµ,
where LG and the covariance matrix Γ will be defined below. As is now well known, this
formula and its generalizations hold the key to many deep results of stochastic analysis.
Malliavin’s proof of the integration-by-parts formula was based on a transfer principle,
allowing some calculations for two-parameter random processes to be made using classical
differential calculus. Stroock [11, 12, 13] and Shigekawa [10] gave alternative derivations
having a a more functional-analytic flavour. Bismut [1] gave another derivation based on
the Cameron–Martin–Girsanov formula. Elliott and Kohlmann [3] and Elworthy and Li [4]
found further elementary approaches to the formula. The alternative proofs are relatively
straightforward. Nevertheless, we have found it interesting to go back to Malliavin’s original
approach in [8] and to review the calculations needed, especially since this can be done now
in a more explicit way using the two-parameter stochastic calculus, as formulated in [9].
In Section 2 we review in greater detail the various mathematical objects mentioned
above. Then, in Section 3, we review some points of two-parameter stochastic calculus from
[9]. Section 4 contains the main technical result of the paper, which is a regularity property
for two-parameter stochastic differential equations. We consider equations in which some
components are given by two-parameter integrals and others by one-parameter integrals.
It is shown, under suitable hypotheses, that the components which are presented as one-
parameter integrals are in fact two-parameter semimartingales. This is useful because
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one can then compute martingale properties for both parameters by stochastic calculus.
The sorts of differential equation to which this theory applies are just one way to realise
continuous random processes indexed by the plane. See the survey [5] by Le´andre for
a wider discussion. But this regularity property makes our processes more tractable to
analyse than some others. This is illustrated in Section 5, where we do the calculations
needed to obtain the integration-by-parts formula.
2. Integration-by-parts formula
The Wiener space (W,W, µ) over Rm is a probability space with underlying set W =
C([0,∞),Rm), the set of continuous paths in Rm. Let Wo denote the σ-algebra on W
generated by the family of coordinate functions w 7→ ws : W → R
m, s > 0, and let µo
be Wiener measure on Wo, that is to say, the law of a Brownian motion in Rm starting
from 0. Then (W,W, µ) is the completion of the probability space (W,Wo, µo). Write Ws
for the µ-completion of σ(w 7→ wr : r 6 s). Let X0,X1, . . . ,Xm be vector fields on R
d,
with bounded derivatives of all orders. Fix x0 ∈ Rd and consider the stochastic differential
equation
∂xs = Xi(xs)∂w
i
s +X0(xs)∂s.
Here and below, the index i is summed from 1 to m, and ∂ denotes the Stratonovich
differential. There exists a map x : [0,∞) ×W → Rd with the following properties:
• x is a continuous semimartingale on (W,W, (Ws)s>0, µ),
• for µ-almost all w ∈W , for all s > 0 we have
xs(w) = x0 +
∫ s
0
Xi(xr(w))∂w
i
r +
∫ s
0
X0(xr(w))dr.
The first integral in this equation is the Stratonovich stochastic integral. Moreover, for any
other such map x′, we have xs(w) = x
′
s(w) for all s > 0, for µ-almost all w. We have chosen
here a Stratonovich rather than an Itoˆ formulation to be consistent with later sections, where
we have made this choice in order to take advantage of the simpler calculations which the
Stratonovich calculus allows. The Itoˆ map referred to above is the map Φ(w) = x1(w).
We can define on some complete probability space, (Ω,F ,P) say, a two-parameter, con-
tinuous, zero-mean Gaussian field (zst : s, t > 0) with values in R
m, and with covariances
given by
E(zistz
j
s′t′) = δ
ij(s ∧ s′)e−|t−t
′|/2.
Such a field is called an Ornstein–Uhlenbeck sheet. Set zt = (zst : s > 0). Then, for
t > 0, both z0 and zt are Brownian motions in R
m and (z0, zt) and (zt, z0) have the same
distribution. We have now defined all the terms in, and have justified, the identity (1).
Consider the following stochastic differential equation for an unknown process (Us : s >
0) in the space of d× d matrices
∂Us = ∇Xi(xs)Us∂w
i
s +∇X0(xs)Us∂s, U0 = I.
This equation may be solved, jointly with the equation for x, in exactly the same sense
as the equation for x alone. Thus we obtain a map U : [0,∞) ×W → Rd ⊗ (Rd)∗, with
properties analogous to those of x. Moreover, by solving an equation for the inverse, we can
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see that Us(w) remains invertible for all s > 0, for almost all w. Write U
∗
s for the transpose
matrix and set Γs = UsCsU
∗
s , where
Cs =
∫ s
0
U−1r Xi(xr)⊗ U
−1
r Xi(xr)dr.
Set also
Ls = −Us
∫ s
0
U−1r Xi(xr)∂w
i
r + Us
∫ s
0
U−1r {∇
2Xi(xr)∂w
i
r +∇
2X0(xr)dr}Γr,
+ Us
∫ s
0
U−1r ∇Xi(xr)Xi(xr)dr
and define for G = g ◦Φ
LG = Li1∇ig(x1) + Γ
ij
1 ∇i∇jg(x1).
We have now defined all the terms appearing in the integration-by-parts formula (2). We
will give a proof in Section 5.
3. Review of two-parameter stochastic calculus
In [9], building on the fundamental works of Cairoli and Walsh [2] and Wong and Zakai
[14, 15], we gave an account of two-parameter stochastic calculus, suitable for the develop-
ment of a general theory of two-parameter hyperbolic stochastic differential equations. We
recall here, for the reader’s convenience, the main features of this account.
We take as our probability space (Ω,F ,P) the canonical complete probability space of
an m-dimensional Brownian sheet (wst : s, t > 0), extended to a process (wst : s, t ∈ R) by
independent copies in the other three quadrants. Thus wst = (w
1
st, . . . , w
m
st ) is a continuous,
zero-mean Gaussian process, with covariances given by
E(wistw
j
s′t′) = δ
ij(s ∧ s′)(t ∧ t′), i, j = 1, . . . ,m, s, t > 0, s′, t′ > 0.
It will be convenient to define also w0st = st for all s, t ∈ R. For s, t > 0, write Fst for
the completion with respect to P of the σ-algebra generated by wru for r ∈ (−∞, s] and
u ∈ (−∞, t]. We say that a two-parameter process (xst : s, t > 0) is adapted if xst is
Fst-measurable for all s, t > 0, and is continuous if (s, t) 7→ xst(ω) is continuous on (R
+)2
for all ω ∈ Ω. The previsible σ-algebra on Ω× (R+)2 is that generated by sets of the form
A×(s, s′]×(t, t′] with A ∈ Fst. If we allow A ∈ Fs∞ in this definition, we get the s-previsible
σ-algebra.
The classical approach to defining stochastic integrals, by means of an isometry of Hilbert
spaces, adapts in a straightforward way from one-dimensional times to two, allowing the
construction of stochastic integrals with respect to certain two-parameter processes, in
particular with respect to the Brownian sheet. Given an s-previsible process1 (as(t) :
s, t > 0), such that
E
∫ s
0
∫ t
0
ar(u)
2drdu <∞
1We write any time parameter with respect to which a process is previsible, here s, as a subscript. Where
previsibility is not assumed, here in t, we write the parameter in parentheses.
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for all s, t > 0, we can define, for i = 1, . . . ,m and all t1, t2 > 0 with t1 6 t2, one-parameter
processes M and A by
(3) Ms =
∫ s
0
∫ t2
t1
ar(t)drdtw
i
rt, As =
∫ s
0
∫ t2
t1
ar(t)
2drdt.
Then M is a continuous (Fs∞)s>0-martingale, with quadratic variation process [M ] =
A. A localization argument by adapted initial open sets (see below) allows an extension
of the integral under weaker integrability conditions. By the Burkholder–Davis–Gundy
inequalities, for all α ∈ [2,∞), there is a constant C(α) <∞ such that
(4) E
(∣∣∣∣
∫ s2
s1
∫ t2
t1
as(t)dsdtw
i
st
∣∣∣∣
α)
6 C(α)E
(∣∣∣∣
∫ s2
s1
∫ t2
t1
as(t)
2dsdt
∣∣∣∣
α/2
)
.
By an (s, t)-semimartingale, s-semimartingale, t-semimartingale, we mean, respectively,
previsible processes (xst : s, t > 0), (pst : s, t > 0), (qst : s, t > 0) for which we may write
xst − xs0 − x0t + x00
=
m∑
i=0
∫ s
0
∫ t
0
(x′′ru)idrduw
i
ru +
m∑
i,j=0
∫ s
0
∫ t
−1
(∫ s
−1
∫ t
0
(x′′ru(r
′, u′))ijdr′duw
j
r′u
)
drdu′w
i
ru′
and
pst − p0t =
m∑
i=0
∫ s
0
∫ t
−1
(p′rt(u
′))idrdu′w
i
ru′ , qst − qs0 =
m∑
i=0
∫ s
−1
∫ t
0
(q′su(r
′))idr′duw
i
r′u.
Here, (x′′st : s, t > 0) is a previsible process, having components (x
′′
st)i, subject to certain
local integrability conditions, which are implied, in particular, by almost sure local bound-
edness. The process (x′′st(r, u) : s, t > 0, r, u ∈ R) is required to be previsible in (ω, s, t)
and (Borel) measurable in (r, u), with x′′st(r, u) = 0 for r > s or u > t, and is subject
to similar local integrability conditions. The inner and outer parts of the second integral
are both cases of the stochastic integral at (3), or its t-analogue, or of the usual Lebesgue
integral, and the value of the iterated integral is unchanged if we reverse the order in
which the integrals are taken. The integrals appearing in the expression for xst are called
stochastic integrals of the first and second kind. The processes (p′st(u) : s, t > 0, u ∈ R)
and (q′st(r) : s, t > 0, r ∈ R) are required to be previsible in (ω, s, t) and measurable in u
and r, respectively, with p′st(u) = 0 for u > t and q
′
st(r) = 0 for r > s, and are subject
to similar local integrability conditions. For fixed t > 0, if (xs0 : s > 0) is a continuous
(Fs0)s>0-semimartingale, then (xst : s > 0) is a continuous (Fst)s>0-semimartingale, in the
usual one-parameter sense. Also (pst : s > 0) is a continuous (Fst)s>0-semimartingale, for
all t > 0.
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The heuristic formulae
dsdtxst =
m∑
i=0
(x′′st)idsdtw
i
st +
m∑
i,j=0
∫ s
−1
∫ t
−1
(x′′st(r, u))ijdsduw
i
sudrdtw
j
rt,
dspst =
m∑
i=0
∫ t
−1
(p′st(u))idsduw
i
su,
dtqst =
m∑
i=0
∫ s
−1
(q′st(r))idrdtw
i
rt
provide a good intuition in representing the two-parameter increment
dsdtxst = xs+ds,t+dt − xs,t+dt − xs+ds,t + xst
and the one-parameter increments dspst = ps+ds,t − pst and dtqst = qs,t+dt − qst in terms of
a linear combinations of increments, and of products of increments of the Brownian sheet.
By a (two-parameter) semimartingale, we mean a process which is at the same time
an (s, t)-semimartingale, an s-semimartingale and a t-semimartingale. Such processes are
necessarily continuous. An (s, t)-semimartingale which is constant on the s-axis and t-axis
is a semimartingale. By an obvious choice of integrands, the process (wst : s, t > 0) is itself
a semimartingale. The choice of lower limit −1 is useful to us in allowing as semimartingales
a pair of independent Rm-valued Brownian motions (zs0 : s > 0) and (b0t : t > 0), given by
zs0 =
∫ s
0
∫ 0
−1
drduwru, b0t =
∫ 0
−1
∫ t
0
drduwru,
which are moreover independent of (wst : s, t > 0). Here and below, we bring one-parameter
processes defined on the s or t axes into the class of two-parameter processes by extending
them as constant in the second parameter.
We say that a subset D ⊆ (R+)2 is an initial open set if it is non-empty and is a union
of rectangles of the form [0, s) × [0, t), where s, t > 0. A random subset D ⊆ Ω × (R+)2 is
adapted if the event {(s, t) ∈ D} is Fst-measurable for all s, t > 0. For an adapted initial
open set D, a process (xst : (s, t) ∈ D) is a semimartingale in D if there exists a sequence
of adapted initial open sets Dn ↑ D, almost surely, and a sequence of semimartingales
(xnst : s, t > 0), such that xst = x
n
st for all (s, t) ∈ Dn for all n. The notion of an s-
semimartingale in D is defined analogously. We write ζ(D) for the boundary of D as a
subset of (R+)2. In particular, if D = (R+)2, then ζ(D) = ∅.
The theory which we now describe is symmetrical in s and t. Where a statement is
made for s, there is also a corresponding statement for t, which we shall often omit. Let
(xst : s, t > 0) and (x
′
st : s, t > 0) be s-semimartingales and let (ast : s, t > 0) be a
locally bounded previsible process, for example, a continuous adapted process. There exist
s-semimartingales which, for each t > 0, provide versions of the one-parameter stochastic
integral and the one-parameter covariation process
ζ1st =
∫ s
0
artdrxrt, ζ
2
st =
∫ s
0
drxrtdrx
′
rt.
From now on, when we write these integrals, we assume that such a version has been chosen.
We define also four types of two-parameter integral, each of which is a (two-parameter)
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semimartingale. These are written
ζ3st =
∫ s
0
∫ t
0
arudrduxru, ζ
4
st =
∫ s
0
∫ t
0
drxruduyru,
ζ5st =
∫ s
0
∫ t
0
drxrudrduyru, ζ
6
st =
∫ s
0
∫ t
0
drduxrudrduyru.
In the first and last integral, we require x to be an (s, t)-semimartingale, whereas, in the
second and third, x should be an s-semimartingale. We require that y be a t-semimartingale
in the second integral and an (s, t)-semimartingale in the third and fourth. All these
integrals are defined as sums of certain integrals of the first and second kind with respect
to the Brownian sheet. We refer to [9] for the details. We use the following differential
notations:
dszst = astdsxst means zst − z0t = ζ
1
st,
dszst = dsxstdsx
′
st means zst − z0t = ζ
2
st,
dsdtzst = astdsdtxst means zst − zs0 − z0t + z00 = ζ
3
st,
dsdtzst = dsxstdtyst means zst − zs0 − z0t + z00 = ζ
4
st,
dsdtzst = dsxstdsdtyst means zst − zs0 − z0t + z00 = ζ
5
st,
dsdtzst = dsdtxstdsdtyst means zst − zs0 − z0t + z00 = ζ
6
st.
The integrals ζ2st, ζ
5
st and ζ
6
st all vanish if dsxst = astds. It is shown in [9] that a series of
identities hold among the various types of integral, which can be expressed conveniently
in terms of this differential notation. Some identities assert the associativity of products
involving a combination of three differentials or processes, the others are written as the
following three rules
ds(f(xst)) = f
′(xst)dsxst +
1
2f
′′(xst)dsxstdsxst,
ds(astdtxst) = dsastdtxst + astdsdtxst + dsastdsdtxst,
ds(dtxstdtyst) = dsdtxstdtyst + dtxstdsdtyst + dsdtxstdsdtyst.
These rules combine the usual calculus of partial differentials with Itoˆ calculus in an obvious
way. As a consequence, we can obtain a geometrically simpler Stratonovich-type calculus
by defining, for processes (xst : s, t > 0) and (yst : s, t > 0), some further integrals,
corresponding to the following differential rules
Xst∂sXst = XstdYst +
1
2dsXstdsYst, ∂sXst∂sYst = ∂sXstdsYst = dsXstdsYst,
where Xst may stand for any one of xst, dtxst,∂txst and Yst may stand for any one of
yst, dtyst,∂tyst. Then we have
∂s(f(xst)) = f
′(xst)∂sxst,
∂s(ast∂txst) = ∂sast∂txst + ast∂s∂txst,
∂s(∂txst∂tyst) = ∂s∂txst∂tyst + ∂txst∂s∂tyst.
The Brownian sheet (wst : s, t > 0) and the boundary Brownian motions (zs0 : s > 0) and
(b0t : t > 0) have some special properties, which are reflected in the following differential
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formulae, for 1 6 i, j 6 m,
dsdtw
i
stdsdtw
j
st = δ
ijdsdt, dsz
i
s0dsz
j
s0 = δ
ijds, dtb
i
0tdtb
j
0t = δ
ijdt,
and, for any semimartingale (xst : s, t > 0),
dsxstdsdtw
i
st = dtxstdsdtw
i
st = 0.
4. A regularity result for two-parameter stochastic differential
equations
We discussed in [9] a class of two-parameter hyperbolic stochastic differential equations,
in which there is given, for a system of processes (xst, pst, qst : s, t > 0), one equation for
the mixed second-order differential dsdtxst, together with two further equations for the
one-parameter differentials dspst and dtqst. We review briefly the details below, and then
give a new regularity result, which we need for our application to Malliavin’s integration-
by-parts formula, but which may be of independent interest. This result concerns the
process (pst : s, t > 0) (and analogously also (qst : s, t > 0)), which, since integrated
in s, has naturally the regularity of an s-semimartingale. The point at issue is whether
(pst : s, t > 0) is a full (two-parameter) semimartingale. A method to establish this is
stated in [9, pp. 299, 315-316], but the argument given is incomplete. A full proof is given
below in Theorem 4.2. As an illustrative example, we note that, if (wst : s, t > 0) is a
Brownian sheet with values in Rm, then the result will show that there is a two-parameter
semimartingale (xst : s, t > 0) such that, for all t > 0, the process (xst : s > 0) satisfies the
one-parameter stochastic differential equation
∂sxst = Xi(xst)∂sw
i
st +X0(xst)∂s,
with given initial values x0t = x0, say. This is useful because, now, despite the irregular
dependence of the Brownian sheet on t, we can use a differential calculus in t as well as in
s.
Consider the class of hyperbolic stochastic differential equations in (R+)2 of the form
dsdtxst = a(dsdtwst) + b(dsxst, dtxst),(5)
dspst = c(dsxst),(6)
dtqst = e(dtxst).(7)
Here wst = (w
1
st, . . . , w
m
st ),with (w
i
st : s, t > 0), i = 1, . . . ,m, independent Brownian sheets,
as above. The unknown processes (xst : s, t > 0), (pst : s, t > 0) and (qst : s, t > 0) take
values in Rd, Rn and Rn, respectively, and are subject to given boundary values (xs0 : s > 0),
(x0t : t > 0), both assumed to be semimartingales, and (p0t : t > 0), (qs0 : s > 0), both
assumed continuous and adapted. The coefficients a, b, c, e are allowed to have a locally
Lipschitz dependence on the unknown processes, with the restriction that b depends only
on x. Thus, for example, we would write a(xst, pst, qst, dsdtwst) and b(xst, dsxst, dtxst), but
have not done so in order to keep the notation compact. Moreover, we allow a dependence
on the differentials which is a sum of linear and quadratic terms. Thus, in an expanded
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notation, we would write
dsdtxst = a1(dsdtwst) + a2(dsdtwst, dsdtwst)
+ b11(dsxst, dtxst) + b12(dsxst, dtxst, dtxst),
+ b21(dsxst, dsxst, dtxst) + b22(dsxst, dsxst, dtxst, dtxst),
dspst = c1(dsxst) + c2(dsxst, dsxst),
dtqst = e1(dtxst) + e2(dtxst, dtxst),
where, for i, j, k = 1, 2,
ai : R
d × Rn × Rn → Rd ⊗ ((Rm)∗)⊗i,
bjk : R
d → Rd ⊗ ((Rd)∗)⊗j+k,
cj : R
d × Rn × Rn → Rn ⊗ ((Rd)∗)⊗j ,
ek : R
d × Rn × Rn → Rn ⊗ ((Rd)∗)⊗k.
We may and do assume with loss that a2, b12,b21, b22,c2, e2 are symmetric in any pair of
repeated differential arguments.
By a local solution of (5–7) with domain D we mean an adapted initial open set D,
together with a semimartingale (xst : (s, t) ∈ D), an s-semimartingale (pst : (s, t) ∈ D), and
a t-semimartingale (qst : (s, t) ∈ D), all continuous on D, such that, for all (s, t) ∈ D,
xst = xs0 + x0t − x00 +
∫ s
0
∫ t
0
a(drduwru) +
∫ s
0
∫ t
0
b(drxru, duxru),
pst = p0t +
∫ s
0
c(drxrt),
qst = qs0 +
∫ t
0
e(duxsu).
Given such a solution, for each t > 0, we can define processes (ust : (s, t) ∈ D) and
(u∗st : (s, t) ∈ D), taking values in R
d×(Rd)∗ and Rd×(Rd)∗×(Rd)∗ respectively, by solving
the linear one-parameter stochastic differential equations
dsust = b11(dsxst, ·)ust + b12(dsxst, dsxst, ·)ust,(8)
dsu
∗
st = u
−1
st {b12(dsxst, ust·, ust·)
+ b22(dsxst, dsxst, ust·, ust·)− b11(dsxst, b12(dsxst, ust·, ust·))}.(9)
Here u−1st denotes the inverse of the linear map ust. For fixed t > 0, almost surely, ust
remains in the set of invertible maps while (s, t) ∈ D. To see this, one can obtain formally
a linear equation for the process (u−1st : (s, t) ∈ D), and then check that its solution is
indeed an inverse for ust. Similarly, for each s > 0, we can define processes (vst : (s, t) ∈ D)
and (v∗st : (s, t) ∈ D), taking values in R
d × (Rd)∗ and Rd × (Rd)∗ × (Rd)∗, by solving the
analogous equations
dtvst = b11(·, dtxst)vst + b21(·, dtxst, dtxst)vst.(10)
dtv
∗
st = v
−1
st {b21(vst·, vst·, dtxst)
+ b22(vst·, vst·, dtxst, dtxst)− b11(b21(vst·, vst·, dtxst), dtxst)}.(11)
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We specify initial conditions u00 = v00 = I, so determining completely (u0s : s > 0) and
(v0t : t > 0). Then we complete the determination of the above processes by specifying that
u0t = v0t, u
∗
0t = 0, vs0 = us0, and v
∗
s0 = 0 for all s, t > 0. Let us say that (xst, pst, qst : (s, t) ∈
D) is a regular local solution2 if there exist continuous s-semimartingales (ust : (s, t) ∈ D)
and (u∗st : (s, t) ∈ D) satisfying, for each t > 0, the equations (8–9), and if there exist also
continuous t-semimartingales (vst : (s, t) ∈ D) and (v
∗
st : (s, t) ∈ D) satisfying, for each
s > 0, the equations (10–11). A local solution is maximal if it is not the restriction of any
local solution with larger domain. The notion of a maximal regular local solution is defined
analogously. We assume that the boundary semimartingales (xs0 : s > 0), (x0t : t > 0),
(p0t : t > 0) and (qs0 : s > 0) are regular
3. By this we mean that the Lebesgue–Stieltjes
measures defined by their quadratic variation processes and by the total variation processes
of their finite variation parts are all dominated by Kds, or Kdt as appropriate, for some
constant K <∞. We give a result first for the case where b = 0.
Lemma 4.1. Assume that b = 0. Let U be an open subset of Rd × Rn × Rn and let
m : U → [0,∞) be a continuous function with m(x, p, q) → ∞ as (x, p, q) → ∂U . Assume
that, for all M > 1, the coefficients a, c, e are bounded and Lipschitz on the set UM =
{(x, p, q) ∈ U : m(x, p, q) < M}. Then, for any set of regular boundary semimartingales
(xs0 : s > 0), (x0t : t > 0), (p0t : t > 0) and (qs0 : s > 0), with (x00, p00, q00) ∈ U , the
equations (5–7) have a unique maximal local solution (xst, pst, qst : (s, t) ∈ D) with values
in U . Moreover, we have, almost surely4
sup
r6s,u6t
m(xru, pru, qru)→∞ as (s, t) ↑ ζ(D).
Proof. In the case where m is bounded (so UM = U = R
d × Rn × Rn for large M), the
existence of a (global) solution is proved in [9, Theorem 3.2.2]. The proof is of a standard
type, using Picard iteration, Gronwall’s lemma and Kolmogorov’s continuity criterion, and
gives also the uniqueness of local solutions on the intersections of their domains. When m
is unbounded, we can find, for each M > 1, bounded Lipschitz coefficients aM , cM , eM on
R
d × Rn × Rn, which agree with a, c, e on UM . For each M0 > 1, the corresponding global
solutions (xMst , p
M
st , q
M
st : s, t > 0) agree, for all integers M > M0, almost surely, on DM0 ,
where
DM = {(s, t) ∈ (R
+)2 : sup
r6s,u6t
m(xMru, p
M
ru, q
M
ru) 6M}.
Hence, we obtain a local solution with all the claimed properties by setting D = ∪MDM
and by setting, for all M > 1, (xst, pst, qst) = (x
M
st , p
M
st , q
M
st ) for all (s, t) ∈ DM \ DM−1. 
Our main result deals with the case when b is non-zero.
Theorem 4.2. Assume that the coefficients a, b, c, e are uniformly bounded and Lipschitz.
Then, for each set of regular semimartingale boundary values (xs0 : s > 0), (x0t : t > 0),
2It is not hard to see that, for any local solution, the processes just defined have previsible versions,
which are then s-semimartingales or t-semimartingales, depending on the variable of integration. However,
we have not determined whether they have a continuous version in general.
3No connection with the notion of regular local solution is intended.
4To clarify, we mean that, for all (s∗, t∗) ∈ ζ(D), the given limit holds whenever (s, t) ↑ (s∗, t∗). In
particular, in the case where D = (R+)2, there are no such points (s∗, t∗) and nothing is claimed.
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(p0t : t > 0), (qs0 : s > 0), the system of equations (5–7) has a unique maximal regular
solution, with domain D say. As (s, t) ↑ ζ(D), we have
(12) mst = sup
s′6s,t′6t
|(us′t′ , u
−1
s′t′ , vs′t′ , v
−1
s′t′)| → ∞.
Moreover, if c has Lipschitz first and second derivatives and has no dependence on q, then
(pst : s, t ∈ D) is a semimartingale in D.
Proof. We consider first the question of existence. We follow, to begin, the strategy used in
the proof of [9, Theorem 3.2.3]. Consider the following system of differential equations, for
unknown processes yst, zst, x
′
st, ust, u
∗
st, pst, x
′′
st, vst, v
∗
st, qst, taking values in R
d,Rd, Rd,Rd⊗
(Rd)∗,Rd ⊗ (Rd)∗ ⊗ (Rd)∗,Rn,Rd,Rd ⊗ (Rd)∗,Rd ⊗ (Rd)∗ ⊗ (Rd)∗,Rn respectively:
dsdtyst = u
−1
st a(dsdtwst)− u
∗
st(u
−1
st a(dsdtwst)⊗ u
−1
st a(dsdtwst)),(13)
dsdtzst = v
−1
st a(dsdtwst)− v
∗
st(v
−1
st a(dsdtwst)⊗ v
−1
st a(dsdtwst)),(14)
dsx
′
st = vst(dszst + v
∗
stdszst ⊗ dszst),(15)
dsust = b11(vst(dszst + v
∗
stdszst ⊗ dszst), ·)ust + b21(vstdszst, vstdszst, ·)ust,(16)
dsu
∗
st = u
−1
st {b12(vst(dszst + v
∗
stdszst ⊗ dszst), ust·, ust·)
+ b22(vstdszst, vstdszst, ust·, ust·)− b11(vstdszst, b12(vstdszst, ust·, ust·))},(17)
dspst = c(vst(dszst + v
∗
stdszst ⊗ dszst)),(18)
dtx
′′
st = ust(dtyst + u
∗
stdtyst ⊗ dtyst),(19)
dtvst = b11(·, ust(dtyst + u
∗
stdtyst ⊗ dtyst))vst + b12(·, ustdtyst, ustdtyst)vst,(20)
dtv
∗
st = v
−1
st {b21(vst·, vst·, ust(dtyst + u
∗
stdtyst ⊗ dtyst))
+ b22(vst·, vst·, ustdtyst, ustdtyst)− b11(b21(vst·, vst·, ustdtyst), ustdtyst)},(21)
dtqst = e(ust(dtyst + u
∗
stdtyst ⊗ dtyst)).(22)
We evaluate the coefficients a, b, c and e here at (x′st, pst, qst) (rather than at x
′′
st). Note
that this system has the same form as the system (5–7) with b = 0. We use the boundary
conditions given above for ust, pst, vst, qst. Define boundary values for yst and zst by
(23) dsys0 = dszs0 = v
−1
s0 dsxs0, dty0t = dtz0t = u
−1
0t dtx0t, y00 = z00 = 0.
Set u∗0t = v
∗
s0 = 0 and use the given boundary values (x0t : t > 0) for x
′
st and (xs0 : s > 0)
for x′′st. Define, on the set U where u and v are invertible,
m(y, z, x′, u, u∗, p, x′′, v, v∗, q) = |(u, u−1, v, v−1)|+ |(u∗, v∗)|.
Then the preceding lemma applies, to show that (13–22) has a unique maximal local solution
with the given boundary values, with domain D say, such that ust and vst are invertible for
all (s, t) ∈ D, and such that, almost surely, as t ↑ ζ(D), either
(24) mst = sup
s′6s,t′6t
|(us′t′ , u
−1
s′t′ , vs′t′ , v
−1
s′t′)| ↑ ∞,
or
(25) nst = sup
s′6s,t′6t
|(u∗s′t′ , v
∗
s′t′)| ↑ ∞.
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Now vst and v
∗
st are continuous t-semimartingales (in D) and zst is a semimartingale.
Moreover dtastdsdtzst = 0 for any t-semimartingale ast. Hence, by [9, Theorem 2.3.1], x
′
st
is a semimartingale and we may take the t-differential in (15) to obtain
dsdtx
′
st = dtvst(dszst + v
∗
stdszst ⊗ dszst)
+ vst(dsdtzst + dtv
∗
stdszst ⊗ dszst + v
∗
stdsdtzst ⊗ dsdtzst) + dtvst(dtv
∗
stdszst ⊗ dszst)
= a(dsdtwst) + b(dsx
′
st, dtx
′′
st).
Similarly, by taking the s-differential in (19), we obtain
dsdtx
′′
st = a(dsdtwst) + b(dsx
′
st, dtx
′′
st).
We also have x′00 = x
′′
00 and
dsx
′
s0 = vs0dszs0 = dsx
′′
s0, dtx
′
0t = u0tdty0t = dtx
′′
0t,
so x′st = x
′′
st for all (s, t) ∈ D, almost surely. Denote the common value of these processes
by xst. Then (xst : (s, t) ∈ D) satisfies (5). On using (15) and (19) to substitute
5 for
dszst and dtyst in (16, 18, 20, 22), we see also that pst, qst, ust, u
∗
st, vst, v
∗
st satisfy (6–11)
respectively. Hence (xst, pst, qst : (s, t) ∈ D) is a regular local solution to (5–7), which is
moreover maximal by virtue of (24–25).
We turn to the question of uniqueness. Suppose that (x˜st, p˜st, q˜st : (s, t) ∈ D˜) is any reg-
ular local solution to (5–7). Write (u˜st, u˜
∗
st, v˜st, v˜
∗
st : (s, t) ∈ D˜) for the associated processes,
satisfying (8–11). Define semimartingales (y˜st : (s, t) ∈ D˜) and (z˜st : (s, t) ∈ D˜) by
dsdty˜st = u˜
−1
st a(dsdtwst)− u˜
∗
st(u˜
−1
st a(dsdtwst)⊗ u˜
−1
st a(dsdtwst)),(26)
dsdtz˜st = v˜
−1
st a(dsdtwst)− v˜
∗
st(v˜
−1
st a(dsdtwst)⊗ v˜
−1
st a(dsdtwst)),(27)
with boundary values (23). The following equations may be verified by checking that the
initial values and differentials of left and right hand sides agree
(28) dsx˜st = v˜st(dsz˜st + v˜
∗
stdsz˜st ⊗ dsz˜st), dtx˜st = u˜st(dty˜st + u˜
∗
stdty˜st ⊗ dty˜st).
Then, using these equations to substitute for dsx˜st and dtx˜st in (6–11), we see that
(y˜st, z˜st, x˜st, u˜st, u˜
∗
st, p˜st, x˜st, v˜st, v˜
∗
st, q˜st : (s, t) ∈ D˜) is a local solution to (13–22). By lo-
cal uniqueness for this system, D˜ ⊆ D and (x˜st, p˜st, q˜st) = (xst, pst, qst) for all (s, t) ∈ D˜,
almost surely. Thus (xst, pst, qst : (s, t) ∈ D) is the unique maximal regular local solution
to (5–7).
Our next goal is to obtain αth-moment and Lα-Ho¨lder estimates on the process
(xst, pst, qst, ust, u
∗
st, vst, v
∗
st : (s, t) ∈ D), for α ∈ [2,∞). Write K for a uniform bound
on a, b, c, e which is also a Lipschitz constant for b. Fix M,N, T > 1 and set
DM = {(s, t) ∈ D : s, t 6 T and mst 6M},
DM,N = {(s, t) ∈ D : s, t 6 T,mst 6M and nst 6 N}.
Fix α and define
g(s, t) = sup
s′6s,t′6t
E(|(u∗s′t′ , v
∗
s′t′)|
α1{(s′,t′)∈DM,N}).
5Such substitutions result in differential formulae corresponding to valid identities between processes.
This is because the two-parameter stochastic differential calculus is associative, as mentioned above, and as
discussed in [9, pp. 290–291].
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Let (as : s > 0) be a locally bounded, (Fs∞)s>0-previsible process. The following identities
follow from equations (27) and (28): for (s, t) ∈ D, respectively in Rd and Rd ⊗ Rd,
(29)∫ s
0
ardrxrt =
∫ s
0
ardrxr0 +
∫ s
0
∫ t
0
arvrt
{
v−1ru a(drduwru) + (v
∗
rt − v
∗
ru)(v
−1
ru a(drduwru))
⊗2
}
and
(30)
∫ s
0
ardrxrt ⊗ drxrt =
∫ s
0
ardrxr0 ⊗ drxr0 +
∫ s
0
∫ t
0
ar(vrtv
−1
ru a(drduwru))
⊗2.
Hence, using the estimate (4), we obtain a constant C = C(α,K,M, T ) <∞ such that, for
all s, t > 0,
E
(∣∣∣∣
∫ s
0
ardrxrt
∣∣∣∣
α
1{(s,t)∈DM,N}
)
6 CE
(∣∣∣∣∣
(∫ s
0
a2rdr
)1/2
+
∫ s
0
∫ t
0
|ar|(|v
∗
rt|+ |v
∗
ru|)drdu
∣∣∣∣∣
α
1{(s,t)∈DM,N }
)
(31)
and
(32) E
(∣∣∣∣
∫ s
0
ardrxrt ⊗ drxrt
∣∣∣∣
α
1{(s,t)∈DM,N}
)
6 CE
(∣∣∣∣
∫ s
0
|ar|dr
∣∣∣∣
α
1{(s,t)∈DM,N}
)
.
Here and below, we suppress any dependence of constants on the dimensions d, n,m. If we
allow C to depend also on N , then (31) may be simplified to
(33) E
(∣∣∣∣
∫ s
0
ardrxrt
∣∣∣∣
α
1{(s,t)∈DM,N}
)
6 CE
(∣∣∣∣
∫ s
0
a2rdr
∣∣∣∣
α/2
1{(s,t)∈DM,N}
)
We use these estimates, along with analogous estimates for integrals dtxst, in the equations
(9) and (11), to arrive at the inequality
g(s, t) 6 C
(
1 +
∫ s
0
g(s′, t)ds′ +
∫ t
0
g(s, t′)dt′
)
,
for a constant C = C(α,K,M, T ) < ∞. Since N < ∞, we know that g(s, t) < ∞ for all
s, t, so this inequality implies that g(s, t) 6 C for another constant C < ∞ of the same
dependence. Similar arguments yield a further constant C < ∞ of the same dependence
such that, for all s, s′ > 0 and all t, t′ > 0,
(34) E(|(xst, ust, u
∗
st, pst)− (xs′t, us′t, u
∗
s′t, ps′t)|
α1{(s,t),(s′,t)∈DM,N}) 6 C|s− s
′|α/2
and
(35) E(|(xst, vst, v
∗
st, qst)− (xst′ , vst′ , v
∗
st′ , qst′)|
α1{(s,t),(s,t′)∈DM,N}) 6 C|t− t
′|α/2.
Here, we have used Cauchy–Schwarz to obtain in an intermediate step
∫ s′
s
∫ t
0
|v∗ru|drdu 6 |s− s
′|1/2
(∫ s′
s
∫ t
0
|v∗ru|
2drdu
)1/2
.
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On going back to (29) and (30) with these Ho¨lder estimates, we obtain, using (4) again, a
constant C <∞ of the same dependence such that
(36) E
(∣∣∣∣
∫ s
0
ar(drxrt − drxrt′)
∣∣∣∣
α
1{(s,t),(s,t′)∈DM,N}
)
6 C|t− t′|α/2
(
E
∣∣∣∣
∫ s
0
a2rds
∣∣∣∣
α)1/2
and
E
(∣∣∣∣
∫ s
0
ardrxrt ⊗ (drxrt − drxrt′)
∣∣∣∣
α
1{(s,t),(s,t′)∈DM,N}
)
6 C|t− t′|α/2
(
E
∣∣∣∣
∫ s
0
a2rds
∣∣∣∣
α)1/2
.(37)
Now
ds(u
−1
st ust′) = u
−1
st {b(xst′ , dsxst′ , ·) − b(xst, dsxst, ·)}ust′
− u−1st b11(xst, dsxst, ·){b11(xst′ , dsxst′ , ·)− b11(xst, dsxst, ·)}ust′ .
We have made explicit the dependence of b and b11 on xst or xst′ . We use the estimates
(31), (32), (35–37) to find a constant C = C(α,K,M, T ) <∞ such that
(38) E(|ust − ust′ |
α1{(s,t),(s,t′)∈DM,N}) 6 C|t− t
′|α/2.
Moreover, the same estimates, applied to the difference of (9) at t and at t′, show that C
may be chosen such that
(39) E(|u∗st − u
∗
st′ |
α1{(s,t),(s,t′)∈DM,N}) 6 C|t− t
′|α/2.
Since C does not depend on N , by monotone convergence, we can replace DM,N by DM in
these estimates By symmetry, there are analogous estimates for vst and v
∗
st. Hence, using
[9, Theorem 3.2.1], almost surely, for all M > 1, nst remains bounded on DM . Thus (25)
implies (24) so, in any case, (12) holds.
It remains to consider the case where c has Lipschitz first and second derivatives and has
no dependence on q, and to show then that (pst : (s, t) ∈ D) is a semimartingale. For ease
of writing, we shall assume that c has no dependence on x either. This is done without
loss of generality, by the device of adding to our system the equation dsxst = dsxst, thus
making xst a component of pst.
We seek to find a solution in a smaller class of processes, in which pst is a semimartingale.
Recall that
(40) dspst = c(dsxst) = c1(pst)(dsxst) + c2(pst)(dsxst, dsxst).
By Itoˆ’s formula, if pst is a semimartingale, then
dsdtpst = c
′(dtpst, dsxst) +
1
2c
′′(dtpst, dtpst, dsxst) + c(dsdtxst) + c
′(dtpst, dsdtxst)
+ 2c2(dsxst, dsdtxst) + 2c
′
2(dtpst, dsxst, dsdtxst)
= c′(dtpst, dsxst) +
1
2c
′′(dtpst, dtpst, dsxst) + c(a(dsdtwst)) + c(b(dsxst, dtxst))
+ c′(dtpst, b(dsxst, dtxst)) + 2c2(dsxst, b(dsxst, dtxst))
+ 2c′2(dtpst, dsxst, b(dsxst, dtxst)).
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Here we are writing c′, c′′ for the derivatives with respect to p. We set d˜ = d + n and
combine this equation with the equation (5) to obtain a two-parameter equation for the
R
d˜-valued process x˜st =
(
xst
pst
)
, which we can write in the form
dsdtx˜st = a˜(dsdtwst) + b˜(dsx˜st, dtx˜st).(41)
(The ∼ notation in this paragraph has nothing to do with that used in the paragraph
on uniqueness above.) We impose regular semimartingale initial values x˜s0 =
(
xs0
ps0
)
and
x˜0t =
(
x0t
p0t
)
, where (ps0 : s > 0) is obtained by solving the one-parameter equation (40)
along xs0. Introduce the two companion equations for d˜ × d˜ matrix-valued processes u˜st
and v˜st
dsu˜st = b˜11(dsx˜st, ·)u˜st + b˜12(dsx˜st, dsx˜st, ·)u˜st,(42)
dtv˜st = b˜11(·, dtx˜st)v˜st + b˜21(·, dtx˜st, dtx˜st)v˜st.(43)
Impose boundary conditions for u˜st and v˜st analogous to those for ust and vst. Write (7)
in the form
(44) dtq˜st = e˜(dtx˜st).
By assumption, there exists a K ′ < ∞ which is both a uniform bound for a, b, c, e and
is also a Lipschitz constant for b, c, c′, c′′. We can then find a uniform bound K˜ < ∞ on
a˜, b˜, e˜, which is also a Lipschitz constant for b˜, and which depends only on K ′. The above
argument shows that the system of equations (41–44) has a unique maximal regular solution
(x˜st, q˜st, u˜st, v˜st : (s, t) ∈ D˜), with the property that, as (s, t) ↑ ζ(D˜), almost surely,
m˜st := sup
r≤s,u≤t
|(u˜ru, u˜
−1
ru , v˜ru, v˜
−1
ru )| ↑ ∞.
Write
x˜st =
(
x1st
x2st
)
, u˜st =
(
u11st u
12
st
u21st u
22
st
)
, v˜st =
(
v11st v
12
st
v21st v
22
st
)
,
and use analogous block notation for the tensors u˜∗st and v˜
∗
st. Note that
b˜(dsx˜st, ·) =
(
b(dsx
1
st, ·) 0
f(dsx
1
st) c
′(·, dsx
1
st)
)
, b˜(·, dtx˜st) =
(
b(·, dtx
1
st) 0
g(dtx˜st) 0
)
,
where
f(dsx
1
st) = c(b(dsx
1
st, ·)) + 2c2(dsx
1
st, b(dsx
1
st, ·)),
g(dtx˜st) = c
′(dtx
2
st, ·) +
1
2c
′′(dtx
2
st, dtx
2
st, ·) + c(b(·, dtx
1
st)) + c
′(dtx
2
st, b(·, dtx
1
st)).
Here, we have written b(dsxst, ·) as a short form of b11(dsxst, ·) + b12(dsxst, dsxst, ·), and
analogously for b(·, dtxst) and b˜(dsx˜st, ·). On multiplying out in blocks, we see that the
process (x1st, x
2
st, q˜st, u
11
st , (u
∗
st)
111, v11st , (v
∗
st)
111 : (s, t) ∈ D˜) satisfies equations (5–11). Hence,
we must have D˜ ⊆ D and (x1st, x
2
st, q˜st, u
11
st , v
11
st ) = (xst, pst, qst, ust, vst) for all (s, t) ∈ D˜. In
particular, (pst : (s, t) ∈ D˜) is a semimartingale.
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It remains to show that D˜ = D, which we can do by showing that, almost surely, m˜st
remains bounded on D˜M,N = D˜∩DM,N , for allM,N > 1. We first obtain a Ho¨lder estimate
in t for pst. We have
ds(pst − pst′) = c(pst, dsxst)− c(pst′ , dsxst′),
where we have now made the dependence of c on p explicit. Set
f(s) = E
(
|pst − pst′ |
α1{(s,t),(s,t′)∈D˜M,N}
)
.
We use the estimates (32) and (33) to obtain a constant C = C(α,K ′,M,N, T ) <∞ such
that
f(s) 6 C
(
|t− t′|α/2 +
∫ s
0
f(r)dr
)
.
This implies that f(s) 6 C|t − t′|α/2 for all s > 0 for a constant C < ∞ of the same
dependence. We now know that, for such a constant C <∞, we have
(45) E
(
|ps′t′ − pst|
α 1{(s,t),(s′,t′)∈D˜M,N}
)
6 C(|s− s′|α/2 + |t− t′|α/2).
We turn to u˜st and v˜st. The following equations hold
dsu
12
st = b(dsxst, ·)u
12
st , dtv
12
st = b(·, dtxst)v
12
st , dtv
22
st = g(dtx˜st)v
12
st .
By uniqueness of solutions, we obtain u12st = ustu
−1
0t u
12
0t so, in particular, u
12
s0 = 0. Similarly,
v12st = vstv
−1
s0 v
12
s0 , so v
12
0t = 0. Since u˜0t = v˜0t and u˜s0 = v˜s0, we deduce that u
12
st = v
12
st = 0.
Then dtv
22
st = 0, so v
22
st = v
22
s0 = u
22
s0. We also have the equations
dsu
21
st = f(dsxst)ust + c
′(., dsxst)u
21
st , dsu
22
st = c
′(., dsxst)u
22
st , dtv
21
st = g(dtx˜st)vst
and we note that
u˜−1st =
(
u−1st 0
−(u22st )
−1u21st u
−1
st (u
22
st )
−1
)
, v˜−1st =
(
v−1st 0
−(v22st )
−1v21st v
−1
st (v
22
st )
−1
)
,
and
ds(u
22
st )
−1 = −(u22st )
−1c′(., dsxst) + (u
22
st )
−1c′(., dsxst)c
′(., dsxst).
We use the inequalities (32), (33) and (45), and an easy variation of the argument leading
to (34) and (38) to obtain a constant C = C(α,K ′,M,N, T ) <∞ such that
(46) E
(∣∣(u˜s′t′ , u˜−1s′t′)− (u˜st, u˜−1st )∣∣α 1{(s,t),(s′,t′)∈D˜M,N}
)
6 C(|s− s′|α/2 + |t− t′|α/2).
Then, using [9, Theorem 3.2.1] as above, we can conclude that, almost surely, (u˜st, u˜
−1
st )
remains bounded on D˜M,N . It remains to show that the same is true for (v˜st, v˜
−1
st ) and,
given the relations already noted, it will suffice to show this for v21st . We have
dsu˜
∗
st = u˜
−1
st {b˜12(dsx˜st, u˜st·, u˜st·)
+ b˜22(dsx˜st, dsx˜st, u˜st·, u˜st·)− b˜11(dsx˜st, b˜12(dsx˜st, u˜st·, u˜st·))}
= h(xst, pst, u˜st, u˜
−1
st , dsxst),
where h is defined by the final equality and where we have used (6) to write dsx˜st in terms
of dsxst. A variation of the argument used for u˜st shows that, almost surely, u˜
∗
st remains
bounded on D˜M,N . Then, we can use the ∼ and t-analogue of equations (29) and (30) to
express v21st as a sum of integrals with respect to (x0t, p0t : t > 0) and (wst : s, t > 0). This
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leads, as above, to Lα-Ho¨lder estimates which allow us to conclude that, almost surely, v21st
remains bounded on D˜M,N , as required. 
5. Derivation of the formula
Let (wst : s, t > 0) be an R
m-valued Brownian sheet and let (zs0 : s > 0) be an inde-
pendent Rm-valued Brownian motion. Thus wst = (w
1
st, . . . , w
m
st ) and zs0 = (z
1
s0, . . . , z
m
s0),
and each component process is an independent scalar Brownian sheet, or Brownian motion,
respectively. The two-parameter hyperbolic stochastic differential equation
(47) dsdtzst = dsdtwst −
1
2dszstdt, s, t > 0,
with given boundary values (zs0 : s > 0) and z0t = 0, for t > 0, has a unique solution
(zst : s, t > 0). Set zt = (zst : s > 0), then (zt)t>0 is a realization of the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck
process on the m-dimensional Wiener space. See [8] or [9]. The Stratonovich form of (47)
is given by
∂s∂tzst = ∂s∂twst −
1
2∂szst∂t, s, t > 0.
Fix x ∈ Rd and consider for each t > 0 the Stratonovich stochastic differential equation
∂sxst = Xi(xst)∂sz
i
st +X0(xst)∂s, s > 0,
with initial value x0t = x. This can be written in Itoˆ form as
(48) dsxst = Xi(xst)dsz
i
st + X˜0(xst)ds, s > 0,
where X˜0 = X0 +
1
2
∑d
i=1∇Xi.Xi. Consider also, for each t > 0, the stochastic differential
equation
∂sUst = ∇Xi(xst)Ust∂sz
i
st +∇X0(xst)Ust∂s, s > 0,
with initial value U0t = I, and its Itoˆ form
(49) dsUst = ∇Xi(xst)Ustdsz
i
st +∇X˜0(xst)Ustds, s > 0.
Proposition 5.1. There exist (two-parameter) semimartingales (zst : s, t > 0), (xst : s, t >
0) and (Ust : s, t > 0) such that (zst : s, t > 0) satisfies (47) and, for all t > 0, (xst : s > 0)
and (Ust : s > 0) satisfy (48) and (49), with the boundary conditions given above. Moreover,
almost surely, Ust is invertible for all s, t > 0.
Proof. We seek to apply Theorem 4.2. There are three minor obstacles: firstly to deal with
the ds and dt differentials appearing in the equations, secondly, to show that the domain of
the solutions is the whole of (R+)2 and, thirdly, to deal with the fact that the coefficients
in (49) do not have the required boundedness of derivatives.
Let us introduce a further equation
dsdtz
0
st = 0,
with boundary conditions z0s0 = s and z0t = t for all s, t > 0. We then replace dt and ds
in (47) and (48), respectively, by dtz
0
st and dsz
0
st. When we obtain a solution, it will follow
that z0st = s+ t, so dtz
0
st = dt and dsz
0
st = ds, as required.
In order to show that D = (R+)2, it will suffice to show that the companion processes
ust and vst associated with the equations
dsdtz
0
st = 0, dsdtzst = dsdtwst −
1
2
dszstdtz
0
st,
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according to equations (8) and (10), along with their inverses, remain bounded on compacts
in s and t. We leave this to the reader.
Finally, choose for each M ∈ N a smooth and compactly supported function ψM on
R
d ⊗ (Rd)∗, such that ψM (U) = U whenever |U | 6 M . We can apply Theorem 4.2 to the
system (47), (48), together with the modified equation
dsU
M
st = ∇Xi(xst)ψM (U
M
st )dsz
i
st +∇X˜0(xst)ψM (U
M
st )ds.
Define
DM = {(s, t) : |U
M
s′t′ | 6M for all s
′
6 s, t′ 6 t}.
By local uniqueness, we can define consistently U on D = ∪MDM by Ust = U
M
st for
(s, t) ∈ DM . By some straightforward estimation using the one-parameter equations (49),
we obtain, for all T <∞ and all p ∈ [1,∞), a constant C <∞ such that
sup
s,s′,t,t′6T
E(|Ust − Us′t′ |
p1{(s,t),(s′t′)∈D}) 6 C(|s− s
′|p/2 + |t− t′|p/2).
Then, by [9, Theorem 3.2.1], almost surely, U is bounded uniformly on D ∩ [0, T ]2. Hence
D = (R+)2, and we have obtained the desired semimartingale U . The invertibility of U can
be proved by applying the same argument to the usual equation for the inverse. 
By the Stratonovich chain rule,
∂s∂txst = ∇Xi(xst)∂sz
i
st∂txst +∇X0(xst)∂s∂txst +Xi(xst)∂s∂tz
i
st.
Now
∂s∂tUst = ∇Xi(xst)∂sz
i
st∂tUst +∇X0(xst)∂s∂tUst
+ (∇2Xi(xst)∂txst)Ust∂sz
i
st + (∇
2X0(xst)∂txst)Ust∂s+∇Xi(xst)Ust∂s∂tz
i
st,
so
∂tUst∂s∂tz
i
st =
1
2∂s∂tUst∂s∂tw
i
st =
1
2∇Xi(xst)Ust∂s∂t
and
∂s(U
−1
st ∂tUst) = U
−1
st
{
∇2Xi(xst)∂sz
i
st∂txst +∇
2X0(xst)∂s∂txst +∇Xi(xst)∂s∂tz
i
st
}
Ust.
Define also a two-parameter, Rd-valued, semimartingale (yst : s, t > 0) by
∂tyst = U
−1
st ∂txst, ys0 = 0.
Then
∂s∂tyst = U
−1
st Xi(xst)∂s∂tz
i
st.
Note that
∂tyst∂s∂tz
i
st = ∂tyst∂s∂tw
i
st =
1
2∂s∂tyst∂s∂tw
i
st =
1
2U
−1
st Xi(xst)∂s∂t.
So
∂s(∂tyst ⊗ ∂tyst) = ∂s∂tyst ⊗ ∂tyst + ∂tyst ⊗ ∂s∂tyst = U
−1
st Xi(xst)⊗ U
−1
st Xi(xst)∂s∂t.
Note also that
∂s(U
−1
st Xi(xst)) = U
−1
st [Xi,Xj ](xst)∂sz
j
st + U
−1
st [Xi,X0](xst)∂s.
So
∂s(U
−1
st Xi(xst))∂s∂tz
i
st = U
−1
st [Xi,Xj ](xst)∂sz
j
st(∂s∂tw
i
st −
1
2∂sz
i
st∂t) = 0.
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Moreover
∂t(U
−1
st Xi(xst))ds∂tz
i
st = ∂t(U
−1
st Xi(xst))ds∂tw
i
st = 0.
Hence, we have
dsdtyst = U
−1
st Xi(xst)dsdtz
i
st = U
−1
st Xi(xst)(∂s∂tw
i
st −
1
2∂sz
i
st∂t).
We compute
∂s(U
−1
st ∂tUst∂tyst)
= U−1st
{
∇2Xi(xst)∂sz
i
st +∇
2X0(xst)∂s
}
∂txst ⊗ ∂txst + U
−1
st ∇Xi(xst)Xi(xst)∂s∂t.
Define
Rst = −
∫ s
0
U−1rt Xi(xrt)drz
i
rt, Cst =
∫ s
0
U−1rt Xi(xrt)⊗ U
−1
rt Xi(xrt)dr.
Our calculations show that the (Fst : t > 0)-semimartingale (yst : t > 0) has finite-variation
part (y¯st : t > 0) and quadratic variation given by
dty¯st =
1
2Rstdt, ∂tyst ⊗ ∂tyst = Cstdt.
Moreover
dtxst = Ustdtyst +
1
2∂tUst∂tyst,
so (xst : t > 0) has finite-variation part (x¯st : t > 0) and quadratic variation given by
dtx¯st =
1
2Lstdt, ∂txst ⊗ ∂txst = Γstdt,
where
Lst = UstRst + Ust
∫ s
0
U−1rt {∇
2Xi(xrt)∂rz
i
rt +∇
2X0(xrt)∂r}Γrt
+ Ust
∫ s
0
U−1rt ∇Xi(xrt)Xi(xrt)∂r
and where Γst = UstCstU
∗
st.
Note that both (Γst : t > 0) and (Lst : t > 0) are stationary processes and that, by
standard one-parameter estimates, Γs0 and Ls0 have finite moments of all orders. By
Itoˆ’s formula, for any C2 function f , setting fst = f(xst), the process (fst : t > 0) is an
(Fst : t > 0)-semimartingale with finite-variation part (f¯st : t > 0) and quadratic variation
given by
dtf¯st =
1
2
(
List∇if(xst) + Γ
ij
st∇i∇jf(xst)
)
dt, ∂tfst∂tfst = ∇if(xst)Γ
ij
st∇jf(xst)dt.
In particular, if mst = fst − fs0 − f¯st, then (mst : t > 0) is a (true) martingale. Hence, for
f, g ∈ C2b (R
d), we obtain the integration-by-parts formula
E[∇if(xs0)Γ
ij
s0∇jg(xs0)] = lim
t↓0
1
t
E [{f(xst)− f(xs0)}{g(xst)− g(xs0)}]
= −2 lim
t↓0
1
t
E[f(xs0){g(xst)− g(xs0)}] = −E[f(xs0){L
i
s0∇ig(xs0) + Γ
ij
s0∇i∇jg(xs0)}].
An obvious limit argument allows us to deduce the following simple formula, corresponding
to the case g(x) = xj . For all f ∈ C2b (R
d) and for j = 1, . . . , d, we have
E[∇if(xs0)Γ
ij
s0] = −E[f(xs0)L
j
s0].
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The general formula can then be recovered by replacing f by f∇jg and summing over j.
The basic observation underlying this formula is that the distributions of (z0, zt) and
(zt, z0) are identical, and hence that the same is true for (xs0, xst) and (xst, xs0), when
(xst : s > 0) is obtained by solving a stochastic differential equation driven by (zst : s > 0),
with initial condition independent of t. In fact a stronger notion of reversibility is true.
The distributions of (zsu : s > 0, u ∈ [0, t]) and (zs,t−u : s > 0, u ∈ [0, t]) are identical, and
hence the same is true for (xsu : s > 0, u ∈ [0, t]) and (xs,t−u : s > 0, u ∈ [0, t]). This may
be combined with the fact that the Stratonovich integral is invariant under time-reversal
to see that
E
[
{f(xst)− f(xs0)}
∫ t
0
U−1su ∂uxsu
]
= −2E
[
f(xs0)
∫ t
0
U−1su ∂uxsu
]
.
From this identity, by a similar argument, we obtain the following alternative integration-
by-parts formula. For all f ∈ C2b (R
d), we have
E[∇f(xs0)Us0Cs0] = −E[f(xs0)Rs0].
This formula is the variant discovered by Bismut, which is closely related to the Clark–
Haussmann formula.
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